**U.S. and Russia Try to Agree on Palestine Plan**

The United Nations and Russia struck a tentative agreement Thursday to use a United Nations committee of experts to draw up a map of the divided country, which would help settle the dispute over the territories that would be allotted to Jewish and Arab states.

**The U.N. Yesterday**

Tax Immunity Sought for U.N. Staff. U.S. and Russia Nervous for Accord on Palestine

**Syrian Troops Await Palestine Reds’ Partition Strife Refugeeharge**

2,500 to Stay on Border, but War’s Necessarily Cross It, Damascus Says

By Franklin Thorpe

LACE, Syria, Nov 4 – The United States and Russia struck a tentative agreement Thursday to use a United Nations committee of experts to draw up a map of the divided country, which would help settle the dispute over the territories that would be allotted to Jewish and Arab states.

**British:** "The Washington Post" in London, quoted Syrian sources as saying that 2,500 Soviet troops were on the border with Israel, but that the war was likely to be a "low key" affair.

**Attack on Sweden at U.N. Committee Session Called "Ridiculous"**
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